
Models of High-dimensional Semantic SpacesBenô�t LemaireL.S.E. { University Grenoble IIBP 4738040 Grenoble Cedex 9Francee-mail: first name.last name@upmf-grenoble.frAbstractThis paper presents a statistical model of machinelearning that is complementary to symbolic methods.It is based on Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), a modelinitially devoted to language. Actually, LSA was �rstdesigned as a tool for text retrieval. Basically, LSA useslarge corpora of texts to extract semantic similaritiesusing a high-dimensional representation of words. In asimilar way, we view learning to solve problems as usinglarge \corpora" of problem solutions to extract seman-tic similarities using a high-dimensional representationof solutions. One major interest of this approach is thatit needs no extra semantic knowledge: the semantics isstatistically derived from a basic description of solu-tions. This point makes our model complementary toapproaches in which the semantics is supplied by hand.We apply this model to deduction, game playing andclassi�cation. IntroductionWhat we are interested in is the way an agent couldlearn to solve problems. Our idea is that learning tosolve a problem in a given domain can be viewed aslearning the \language" of that domain. Indeed, solv-ing a problem is producing a well-formed sequence ofactions or set of deductions to reach a goal, exactly likewriting a text is producing a well-formed sequence ofwords to reach a communicative goal. In the same waywords belong to a vocabulary, elements of problem solu-tions should belong to the domain lexis. For instance,the fact change the wheel is lexically incorrect in thedomain of surgery.However learning that vocabulary is not enough tosolve problems in the same way learning the vocabularyof French is not enough to be able to talk or write inFrench. In order to solve a problem in a given domain,one should master the syntax and the semantics of the\language" of that domain. We will not concentrate onthe syntax since, as we will show later, either the ele-ments order is not relevant or the representation can bechanged so that the elements order does not play anyrole. We will focus on the semantics. The semantics of adomain is however quite di�cult to formalize. Take forinstance chess whose lexis is simple but whose seman-tics is very complex. Reasoning at the semantic level is

however important for an arti�cial learning agent. Forinstance, the retrieval step of a case-based reasoningsystem is much more powerful if it is based on semanticfeatures of previous cases rather than pure lexical orsyntactical ones (Sebag and Schoenauer 1994). In thesame way, learning in �rst-order logic should take intoaccount semantic information provided by the user bymeans of relational predicates (Bisson 1992). Two so-lutions are then available to build an arti�cial learningagent able to reason at the semantic level:1. either some domain-speci�c knowledge is supplied byhand, which has been proved to improve learning be-havior (Bento and Costa 1994, Matheus 1990);2. or that semantics is derived from large corpora ofwell-formed sequences of problem solutions.The weakness of the �rst approach is obvious since itis dependent on the domain. However, the knowledgerepresentation is usually very accurate in this case. Thesecond approach can be used when no symbolic seman-tic knowledge has been represented, in particular at theborder of the domain. Therefore, our method and puresymbolic approaches seem to be complementary. In thenext section, we will review a recent method for auto-matically deriving the semantics of a natural languagefrom its word usage. We will apply that method toproblem solving. It means that we will be able to relyon the semantics without having to supply it explicitely.Latent semantic analysisLatent semantic analysis (LSA) was primarily designedfor text retrieval (Dumais 1991). One of the problems inthis �eld is to be able to retrieve pieces of texts given alist of keywords. But because of polysemy1, synonymy2and inexion3, retrieving only the texts that containone or more of the keywords does not work well. Forinstance, Steinbeck's book Of Mice and Men should be1Words could have di�erent meanings (for instance,check).2Di�erent words could have the same meaning (for in-stance, plane and airplane).3Words could have di�erent forms (for instance, mice andmouse, or take and took).



retrieved given the keywords mouse and man althoughnone of these words appear in the title. Therefore, re-trieval should also be based on semantic information.In order to perform such semantic matching, LSA re-lies on large corpora of texts to build a semantic high-dimensional space containing all words and texts, bymeans of a statistical analysis. This semantic space isbuilt by considering the number of occurrences of eachword in each piece of text (basically paragraphs). Forinstance, with 300 paragraphs and a total of 2000 words,we get a 300x2000 matrix. Each word is representedby a 300-dimensional vector and each paragraph by a2000-dimensional vector. Nothing new so far since it isjust occurrence processing. The power of LSA ratherlies in the reduction of dimensions. It is this processthat induces semantic similarities between words. Allvectors are reduced by a method close to eigenvector de-composition. For instance, to create a 100-dimensionalspace, the matrix X is decomposed as a unique productof three matrix: X = T0S0D0Osuch that T0 and D0 have orthonormal columns and S0is diagonal. This is called singular value decomposition.Then only the 100 columns of T0 and D0 correspondingto the 100 largest values of S0 are kept, to obtain T , Sand D. The reduced matrix X such that: X = TSD0permit all words and pieces of texts to be representedas 100-dimensional vectors. It is this reduction whichis the heart of the method because it induces semanticrelations: if the number of dimensions is too small ortoo big no relevant relations will be induced. It seemsthat a size of 100 to 300 gives the best results in thedomain of language (Landauer 1997). A short exampleillustrating the way LSA works is presented at the endof this paper.This method is quite robust: a word could be con-sidered semantically close to another one although theynever co-occur in texts (for instance, computer and com-puters, or bike and cycle, will be close to each other ina semantic space built from a large corpora of Englishtexts because both statistically co-occur with similarwords). In the same way, two documents could be con-sidered similar although they share no words.An interesting feature of that method is that the se-mantic information is derived only from the lexical level.There is no need to represent a domain theory.Several experiments were performed which showedthat LSA works quite well. In particular, (Landauerand Dumais 1997) relate an experiment which consistedin building a general semantic space from a large cor-pora of English texts, then testing it with the part of theTOEFL4 test that has to deal with synonymy. Given aword, the problem is to identify among 4 other wordsthe one that is semantically closer to it. LSA performedthe test by choosing the word whose cosine of the anglebetween its vector and the vector of the �rst word was4Test Of English as a Foreign Language. This test mea-sures the level of uency in English.

higher. LSA results compare with the level of foreignstudents admitted to American universities.In another study, subjects were asked to write essaysfrom a bunch of texts (Foltz 1996). These essays werethen ranked by human judges. In parallel, LSA wastrained with the texts and ranked the essays accordingto the semantic proximity between each of them andthe texts. LSA results compare again with the humanresults.Now that we have sketched the way LSA works withtexts, we will show how it could be extended to otherkinds of knowledge.From language to learningAs we have just said, LSA has been successfully usedin the domain of computer science and especially textretrieval. However, some researchers in cognitive psy-chology have found LSA to be a good model of the wayhumans learn a natural language. For instance, LSAsimulates quite well the rate of vocabulary acquisitionbetween ages 2 and 20 (Landauer and Dumais 1997).Other publications describe evidence for a similar high-dimensional method called HAL (Hyperspace Similar toLanguage) to be a good model for the human semanticmemory (Burgess and Lund 1997, Lund and Burgess1996). These papers consider that learning a languageresults from the exposure to texts, and that it is thedimension reduction of the occurrences of words amongnumerous texts that allow word meanings to be learned.These results lead us to view LSA as an interestingmodel of machine learning, especially a model of theway a computer could learn to solve problems based onexperience. From this point of view, we can extend theprevious de�nition of learning:De�nition 1. An agent learns a concept C by beingexposed to events in which C occurs. What is learnedis a semantic proximity between C and the other con-cepts that also occur in the various events the agentexperiences.Basically, the semantics of C consists of the set ofconcepts that are close to C. The more events the agentwill be exposed to, the more accurate the semantics willbe. For instance, the semantics of car is vehicle, wheel,drive, etc. because all these concepts co-occur withconcepts co-occurring with car in the various events ofthe domain.Now that we have a de�nition of learning, we canapply that de�nition to the domain of problem solv-ing. We will successively study three forms of problemsolving: deduction, game playing and classi�cation.DeductionIn this section, we will consider that a problem con-sists of a set of initial facts and that the problem issolved when the correct set of conclusions is deducedfrom the initial facts. One way to learn from prob-lem solutions (or examples) is to try to automatically



Natural language Problem solvinga word a fact or a deductiona text a problem solution =a set of facts describinga problem and deductionsforming the solutioncorpora of texts corpora of solutionslearning a natural learning to solve alanguage=being problem=beingexposed to texts exposed to solutionsTable 1: Analogy between natural language and prob-lem solvinginduce rules (Langley and Simon 1995,Quinlan 1990).However, rules are not robust because a rule-based sys-tem does not degrade gracefully with incomplete inputs.For instance, no deduction will be made from the ruleF1&F2& : : : Fn ! C1&C2& : : :Cpif all except one of the Fi are true, although it would beinteresting to draw a conclusion about the Ci. Some re-search was done to alleviate this problem in the �eld ofcase-based reasoning, for example by using default logic(Mehl 1991), but these approaches require the de�nitionof prior knowledge. In the �eld of machine learning, aninteresting method is described in (Zhang and Michal-ski 1995). Using LSA, we designed a method to learnfrom past solutions in a robust way, that is to drawconclusions even if the inputs are incomplete. We ex-pect that the semantic matching of LSA will give it anadvantage compared to other methods, although com-parative work remains to be done.In order to present the learning method, we will drawan analogy with texts. In the domain of problem solv-ing, the equivalent of a text is a problem solution. Atext is a way to reach a communicative goal whereas asolution is a way to reach a problem.Analogy 1. A text is analogous to a solution.Texts are composed of words. Solutions are com-posed of deductions. However, deductions are notenough; in order to get as much knowledge as possibleabout a problem solution, we need to take into accountthe initial description of the world: the initial facts.Therefore, we get the analogy:Analogy 2. A sequence of words is analogous to a setof initial facts and a sequence of deductions.The Table 1 illustrates the analogy. We can nowapply our de�nition of learning to the previous de�ni-tions. In the domain of problem solving, the semanticsof a deduction is the set of facts that are close to it inthe semantic space, i.e. the set of facts that co-occurwith the same facts co-occurring with it in the usualsolutions in the domain. For instance, the semantics of

meningitis could be high temperature, headache, vomit-ing, etc.De�nition 2. Learning to solve a problem resultsfrom the exposure to sequences of solutions (i.e. ini-tial facts + deductions). What is learned is a semanticproximity between deductions and facts.It is worth noting that solutions can be viewed asprevious cases. We rediscover the case-based reasoningmethod but from another point of view. LSA there-fore gives us a way to compute semantic similaritiesbetween a current case and previous cases. In particu-lar, it would be an interesting extension of the nearest-neighbour retrieval method, without extra knowledge.A way to solve a problem is then:1. to build a semantic space from previous correct so-lutions (all initial facts and previous deductions willbe represented in that high-dimensional space);2. to determine the vector in that semantic space thatcorresponds to the set of initial facts;3. to �nd the closest solution to this vector. The seman-tic similarity provides the accuracy of the solution.We also need a way to know whether the solutionis correct or not in order for the method to work. Asusually, it could be an expert who assesses the solutionor the domain is such that knowing whether a solutionis a good or not is obvious. If the solution is correct,it is added to the set of previous correct solutions andthe semantic space is calculated again.In order to test this method, we took a small set ofrules to design correct problem solutions, like:doesNotFly feather blackAndWhite swim penguinhair fawn-coloured sharpTeeth claws frontalEyesblackStripes tigerprovideMilk eatMeat fawn-coloured blackStripestigerWe used 240 solutions like these to build the semanticspace (this operation takes a few seconds on a worksta-tion). Then we selected some initial facts and lookedfor the closest solutions. None of the 240 solutions con-tained exactly these facts. The results are shown inTable 2. The �rst column is the set of initial facts, thesecond column are the closest solutions. It is worth not-ing that the system does not only return solutions butalso all the facts that are semantically similar. Fromthese solutions the system can infer additionnal facts:for instance, a feathered animal which does not y andwhich is black and white usually (.68) swims and gen-erally (.50) provide eggs (cf. �rst example in Table 2);or an animal which eats meat is sometimes (.51) fawn-coloured (cf. second example)Game playingIn the domain of game playing, a problem solution isdi�erent. It is a sequence of moves as well as an indi-cation whether the game was won or lost:



Initial facts ConclusionsdoesNotFly feather ostrich (.71)blackAndWhite swim (.68)penguin (.68)provideEggs (.50)longNeck (.36)cheetah (.02)zebra (.02)...eatMeat fawn-coloured (.51)tiger (.36)cheetah (.35)blackSpots (.20)blackStripes (.19)provideMilk (.19)hair (.13)ostrich (.02)...doesNotFly swim penguin (.97)blackAndWhite (.84)feather (.83)provideEggs (.42)ostrich (.21)...Table 2: Closest elements of some initial factsM1O1M2O2 : : :MpOpresultwhere Mi is the ith move of the �rst player, Oi is theith move of the opponent and result 2 fwon, lostg.We can apply the previous de�nition:De�nition 3. Learning to play a game results fromthe exposure to sequences of solutions. What is learnedis a semantic proximity between previous solutions.Therefore, a way to play from experience is:1. given the current state of the game, to �nd the se-mantically closest previous game;2. if this game was won, to play like previously;3. if this game was lost, to play like the opponent did.In order to assess the e�ciency of this method, weperformed several tests in a very simple domain: thegame of tic-tac-toe. Our goal is to measure the wayLSA learns from experience compared to a non semanticalgorithm.Tic-tac-toe is played on a 3x3 board. Each playeralternatively draws a sign (a cross for one of them, acircle for the other one) in one of the 9 squares. Assoon as a player has aligned 3 of his signs (vertically,horizontally or diagonally), he wins (cf. Fig. 1).In this experiment, we measured the ability of LSAto retrieve knowledge from experience. As researchershave shown (Kolodner 1993), this is obviously notenough to ensure good case-based reasoning behavior:

x o x o x o oo x o x o o x xx x x o x x oFigure 1: A game won for the 'X', a game lost for the'X' and a draw 1 2 34 5 67 8 9Figure 2: Numbering of the boarda good adaptation step is required since the previouscase does not usually match the current case. However,in order to avoid biases, we limit our program to a min-imal adaptation step. That way, we measured only theretrieval step.We compare our \semantic" retrieval with a \lexical"one, that is an algorithm that retrieve the cases basedon the number of elements they share with the currentstate.The semantic algorithm We consider that our al-gorithm knows nothing at the beginning, except theability to recognize whether a game is won, lost ordraw. By convention, our algorithm plays the 'X'. Itplays against another algorithm which plays by lookingone move ahead (if our algorithm has aligned two 'X',it plays a 'O' in the 3rd square, otherwise it plays inorder to form the longest alignment of 'O').Once �nished, a game is stored a sequence of moves,as well as the indication won or lost (draws are notstored). A move is represented as a 'x' or a 'o' plus thenumber of the square. Squares are numbered from 1to 9 as Figure 2 shows. For example, the �rst game ofFigure 1 is stored as: x5 o3 x9 o4 x1 won.Our algorithm plays �rst and selects the �rst moverandomly. Afterwards, it looks for the previous gamewhich is most similar to the current game. For instance,if our algorithm plays 7 and its opponent then plays 6,our algorithm searches for the previous game which ismost similar to x7 o6. Suppose it founds the secondgame of Figure 1: x8 o4 x7 o9 x1 o6 x5 o3 lost.Once a prior case has been found, our algorithm playsaccording to the following rules:� if the previous game was won, it tries to play likepreviously, starting from the last move and lookingbackward for a X move that could be played (if nonematchs, it plays randomly);� if the previous game was lost (which is the case in ourexample), it tries to play the same way the opponentdid. To do so, our algorithm looks for the last Xmove that could be a regular move. In our example,he plays 3.Now the game is x7 o6 x3. Suppose the opponent
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LSA-based retrievalFigure 3: Results for the tic-tac-toe problemplays 5. From the prior games, our algorithm then looksfor the most similar to x7 o6 x3 o5. It applies theprevious rules, and so on until the game is �nished. Ifthe game does not end with a draw, our algorithmstoresthe game in his memory and plays the next game.The basic LSA algorithms have been written by theBellcore Labs which allowed us to use them for this ex-periment. On top of these C algorithms, we wrote moreC code to program the \semantic" tic-tac-toe game aswell as the \lexical" one.Comparison with a lexical algorithm To comparethe learning rate with a \lexical retrieval", we designeda program which is exactly the same as the previousone except that the retrieval step does not use LSAbut selects the prior case that has the most elementsin common with the current state. For instance, thecase x1 o3 x4 o2 x6 o9 x7 won has a score of 2 withrespect to the current state x3 o2 x8 o5 x1.Results Both algorithms were run on 1400 games.Figure 3 shows the learning curves. The x-axis is thenumber of games and the y-axis is the cumulative num-ber of games won. As expected, the LSA-based algo-rithm plays very badly at the beginning. However, after250 games, the learning curve of the LSA-based algo-rithm becomes higher. A �2 test shows that the di�er-ent is signi�cant (p < :0001). We are currently testingdi�erent models of logistic regression in order to knowmore about the learning curve of our algorithm.Classi�cationWe also tested the method with di�erent tasks of clas-si�cation. Every feature is considered as a \word" andevery instance as a document. We just ran LSA so thatit created the semantic space in which we looked for theclosest instance to the test intance.The tic-tac-toe classi�cation problem We com-pared our algorithm with a basic decision-tree algo-rithm, as well as a decision-tree algorithm with featureconstruction (Matheus 1990). We did not compare withmethods relying on domain knowledge since ours needs
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Decision-tree algorithmFigure 4: Results for the tic-tac-toe classi�cation prob-lemnot any domain theory. Although there are 19,683 dif-ferent boards, symetry properties permit only 958 �nalboards. Like in (Matheus 1990), the entire set of in-stances was used for the experiments. Figure 4 showsthe results.We also tested our algorithm in another way, by ran-domly selecting 70% of the instances for learning andthe remaining 30% for testing. The accuracy is 79.2.Remind that we need no domain knowledge.Connect 4 This problem is very interesting becausethe number of instances is huge. The aim of the gameis to align 4 signs on a 6x7 board. Actually, the num-ber of di�erent boards on a 6x7 board is 67,557. Weselected 70% of the instances (47,590) for learning andthe remaining for testing. The accurracy is 68%.As we said before, LSA does not take into account theelements order. Therefore, we had to code the instancesto represent this order. We added a number to eachsquare. For each square, the value can be o, x or b(blank). Here is an example of an instance: x1 x2 o3b4 o5 ...b41 b42 (The usual way is x x o b ...bb) ConclusionThis article describes a way to solve problems by com-puting semantic similarities between the current stateof the problem and existing solutions. The method re-lies on Latent Semantic Analysis, a model of text anal-ysis. The interest of that method is that it performssemantic retrieval without having to supply the sys-tem with domain-speci�c knowledge: the semantics isstatistically derived from a basic description of solu-tions. The next table summarized its strenghts andweaknesses compared to a pure symbolic approach.



Symbolic High-dimensionalrepresentation of representation ofsemantic knowledge semantic knowledgeMethod Supplied by hand Derived from examplesStrength Accurate, fast learning Domain-independentWeakness Domain-dependent Slow learningWe believe that an hybrid system would bene�t fromboth approaches. The symbolic representation wouldbe used if it is available ; otherwise, the system wouldrely on the high-dimensional representation.It is worth noting that LSA is a cognitive model oflanguage learning. Work remains to be done to test ourmodel in the domain of human learning of problem solv-ing, in order to improve the model and its performancein machines. In particular, 100 to 300 dimensions seemto work well in the domain of language learning, butmore work has to be done to determine the relationsbetween the number of dimensions and the domain.Another point is that the model can work on hugecorpus. For instance, the connect 4 problem is com-posed of more than 45,000 instances. Building the se-mantic space takes 2 hours on a workstation.The next task will be to de�ne the scope of prob-lems that could be solved by this method. The onlyrequirements seems to be:� a domain with enough variability since the method isstatistically-based;� a way to know whether the problem solution is corrector not (or whether the game is �nished or not);� a way to represent the domain knowledge so that itcan be decomposed on elements that are the \words"of the domain.That decomposition is very important in order forthe method to work. Two problems appear.� Since LSA does not take into account the word orderinside texts, that decomposition should be such thatthe element order inside solutions should not mat-ter. This could be a problem when such elements areactions because the fact that action1 occurs beforeaction2 might be important in the domain. One wayto alleviate that problem could be that the solutionconsists of not only the various actions but also theorder constraints between them. In that case, a so-lution would be:action1 : : : actionn 1precedes2 1precedes3 : : :Our next task will be to study that problem.� If the elements belong to a large alphabet (i.e. if thenumber of di�erent elements is too big) there will betoo few co-occurrences and the method will not work.On the other hand, if the alphabet is too small, therewill be too few similarities and the method will notwork either. In the domain of language, that size isseveral thousands. In the domain of tic-tac-toe, thenumber of di�erent positions is 18 (9 for the 'x', 9 forthe 'o'). In the game of chess, it is several thousands.

It is hard to evaluate a good size and more empiricalwork should be done.We only tested the method with symbolic features.However, we think it could be extended to pure nu-meric representation, provided that the system wouldhave learned similarities between number. A way todo that would be to provide the system with examplesconsisting of a number and several randomly selectednumbers close to it (of course, it would only work witha small set of numbers). For instance :30 28 31 33 27 30 31 29 33 2831 33 31 29 28 30 31 29 32 3332 33 35 29 31 34 33 33 32 30 31That way the system would learn that 32 is similarto 31 but less similar to 34.Acknowledgements I thank Susan Dumais and theBellcore Labs to have allowed me to use and hack thecode of the basic LSA programs, Pascal Bressoux for itsassistance with the statistical tests, Philippe Dessus andJ�erôme Gensel for their comments on earlier versions ofthis paper.Appendix Here is a small example, from (Landauerand Dumais 1997), to illlustrate the way LSA works.Suppose we get the following 9 documents (that aretitles of articles) :Human machine interface for ABC computer applicationsA survey of user opinion of computer system response timeThe EPS user interface management systemSystem and human system engineering testing of EPSRelation of user perceived response time to error measurementThe generation of random, binary, ordered treesThe intersection graph of paths in treesGraph minors IV: Widths of trees and well-quasi-orderingGraph minors: A surveyFrom these documents, LSA built a 9x12 matrix (9documents and 12 content words that occurs in at least2 documents). This matrix is reduced to only 2 di-mensions. Each word and each document are then rep-resented in a 2-dimensional space. Semantic relationsappear : for instance, the words human (0.22 ; -0.11)and user (0.40 ; 0.06) that were totally uncorrelated inthe initial documents (they never appear in the samedocuments) are quite close to each other in the seman-tic space. The number of documents is obviously toosmall to draw more interesting conclusions.ReferencesBento, C., and Costa, E. 1994. A Similarity Metric forRetrieval of Cases Imperfectly Explained. In Wess et al.(eds) Topics in Case-based Reasoning. Lecture Notes inArti�cial Intelligence 837, Springer Verlag.Bisson, G. 1992. Learning in FOL with a SimilarityMeasure. In Proceedings of AAAI'92, 82-87. AAAI
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